With outdated alarms and old surveillance cameras across thirty-one different locations,
maintained and installed by a variety of random security companies statewide, Community
Choice Financial knew that it needed to upgrade to the right security system with the right
company. A neighborhood-based financial services company that provides personal loans,
check cashing services, and more, they had two main objectives: preventing and protecting
against burglaries and keeping their employees safe. And that’s where ADS Security came in.
The decision to provide installation and coverage for all thirty-one locations was due to
Community Choice’s recognition of ADS Security’s commitment to service, product and
installation quality, and consistency in coverage and service offerings throughout the state. After
being impressed with the installation of his home security system, the owner of Community
Choice brought in ADS Security to take over all security needs for his business. This included
the installation of maglocks on the entrances controlled by the manager, supervised open and
closing, perimeter and interior sensors, HD surveillance cameras, and wireless panic buttons for
the employees to use in store and when going to and from their car during shifts. Ensuring that
each of these elements worked in tandem with the others with flawless integration was a job for
a company with the requisite skills, years of experience, knowledge, background, and
top-of-the-line equipment, and ADS Security easily met that challenge.
The security director of Community Choice Financial, Steve Davis, enjoys having one point of
contact that covers all locations, instead of a multitude of companies and people he has to
reach out to every time a question needs to be answered. He appreciates the simplicity of
running monthly tests of the system and the panic buttons and getting immediate feedback from
ADS Security.
The employees feel safer, knowing that a high-end surveillance system provides incredible
coverage for each location’s 2,000 square feet interior as well as the exterior and that their panic
buttons give them the peace of mind they deserve when they go home for the day and come in
every morning. The owner is thrilled with the speed and quality of service he received from ADS
Security and their professionalism from the start, adapting to each location’s existing security
system and building a cohesive integrated network of burglary protection and employee
safeguards all under one umbrella.
From an out-of-date mishmash of security systems from different vendors, old surveillance
cameras with poor quality if they worked at all, and no protections for the employees and
management present every day, Community Choice Financial took the right step by contacting
ADS Security. With updated equipment, high-end cameras, a monitored security system, and
vast improvements in employee safety protocols and tools, the company was able to stop
worrying about security and focus entirely on offering help and financial assistance to its
thousands of customers across the state. Today, each location is happier, safer, and more
protected, thanks to ADS Security.

